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Bolt is maybe the most iconic stool of the 
collection. Its unique silhouette is highly 
recognizable with his 4 solid logs elegantly 
held by a contrasting metal ring. Bolt is a 
paradoxe: brutal and very refined at the 
same time. The stool is also surprisingly 
comfortable while at first many consider it 
only as decorative piece. It is much more 
than that, it a sculpture for daily use. 

Bolt was originally part of the ‘Marginal 
notes’ exhibition held by Note design studio 
collective as a creative stunt in 2010. The 
concept of the exhibition was to produce in 

real life the  doodles and ‘marginal notes’ 
that the members of the creative collective 
had in their notebooks, however crazy 
they might be. The ‘BOLT’ presented in the 
exhibition was really 4 logs held together 
by a metal ring. It was not possible to seat 
on it and even the members of Note were 
skeptical about the possibility to make it a 
practical piece.

After numerous prototypes, La Chance 
artisans and Note design studio managed 
to create the final design of one of the 
signature pieces of the brand.

A COMFORTABLE SCULPTURE
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BOLT

FINISHES

Black stained ash, copper ring

Black stained ash, lazer blue ring

Natural ash, orange ring 

Natural ash, lavachrome ring

MATERIALS 
& FINISHES

DIMENSIONS
& WEIGHT HEIGHT

WIDTH
DEPTH

WEIGHT 

BOLT

41cm / 16in.
45cm / 17,7in.
45cm / 17,7in.

14kg / 31lbs.

WITH PACKAGING

45cm / 17,7in.
45cm / 17,7in.
45cm / 17,7in.

16kg / 35,3lbs.

OTHER DETAILS Delivery : In stock

1 thick cardboardbox

Always use a microfiber cloth and rub 
lightly. Never apply any solvents.

TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION

PACKAGING

MAINTENANCE

MATERIALS

- Solid wood (ash)
- Steel (lacquered / plated)



 La Chance
La Chance is a Paris based design company 
producing furniture, lighting, accessories, rugs and 
wallpaper with a strong and distinctive style.
La Chance gives a contemporary interpretation of 
the ornamental and decorative French furniture 
tradition rooted in the Art Deco period. The 
creations of La Chance share a sophisticated, rich 
and singular design based on noble materials. It 
is a come back to a warm and uninhibited luxury, 
breaking away from cold and conceptual design.  La 
Chance produces investment pieces that will get a 
patina for the future generations to keep enjoying 
this contemporary family furniture.

 La Chance
21, rue Michel le Comte 75003 Paris FRANCE
+33 (0) 9 72 31 12 74  info@lachance.paris
www.lachance.paris
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 The designers
Note Design Studio is a collective of architects, 
graphic & product designers established in Sweden 
in 2008. They presented their first furniture pieces 
in 2010. Their style combines the elegant simplicity 
of Nordic design with a playful and almost naïve 
identity.

Note Design Studio have also drawn other projects 
for La chance : the Tembo stool and the Zorro coffee 
table.


